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Nashville Annual Meeting:
A Resounding Success
Colonial Purchasing Cooperative members came out in 
force for our annual meeting in Nashville May 17-18.

Attendees gave high marks to both the informational vendor 
presentations [see page 2] and networking opportunities that 
collectively provided a positive pulse on our resilient industry, 
despite the challenging times facing the physical media 
business.

Another good move was being co-located at the Renaissance 
Hotel with the bustling MusicBiz 2016 conference, which 
covered all aspects of the music industry and attracted 1,500 
attendees. Physical World editor Larry Jaffee conducted a Q&A 
with Music Business Association CEO Jim Donio (pictured 
above), who said CDs weren’t going away any time soon because 
musicians need something to sell at their gigs.

“The industry is experiencing a state of balance, as the newer 
formats deliver on their potential, while legacy formats continue 
to serve fans and provide a viable source of revenue,” Donio said.

And of course, Music City’s nightlife on every corner and live 
bands at the two Colonial dinners contributed to the festive 
atmosphere.

Two concurrent field trips of factory tours to the nearby United 
Record Pressing and Gibson Guitar demystified manufacturing 
processes that mix art and science. Thanks to Colonial board 
members Steve Sheldon (Rainbo Records) and Tony Van Veen 
(Discmakers) for arranging both excursions.

And as always, this year’s golfing outing was memorable, 
featuring a spirited tournament on the greens. Despite the 
cloudy skies, we were spared of any showers. Congratulations to 

the winning team of 
Pat Reagan, Michael 
Salley, Tom Hinton 
and Jeff Cavelry. 
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Co-op News

Industry News 
According to IFPI’s 2015 Global 
Music Report, worldwide digital 
music revenue eclipsed physical 
revenue for the first time, with 
overall recorded music revenue 
increasing by 3.2% to $15 billion. 
However, the physical business continued its 
resilience, falling just 4.5% in 2015, slowing 
from an 8.5% drop in 2014 and 10.6% in 2013. 
Physical formats accounts for 39% of the overall 
global income, and is the format of choice 
Japan (75%), Germany (60%), and France (42%).

Stateside, RIAA reported that the industry is 
reaching a new sense of equilibrium, leading to 
an overall revenue increase of .9% to $7 billion. 
About a third of revenue came from streaming 
(34.3%), digital downloads (34%) and physical 
sales (28.8%). Physical was down 10% from 
2014. Meanwhile, the force is still with vinyl as 
revenue jumped another 32 percent to $416 
million, the format’s highest level since 1988.

And the April Record Store Day event 
continues to be a strong force in driving the 
vinyl phenomenon. As reported by Nielsen 
SoundScan, overall vinyl sales were up 131% 
in 2016 from previous week (521,000 total), 
which was the largest week for the format since 
December 24, 2015, and the largest week for 
the format outside of the Christmas season 
since 1991.

Independent retailers sold 74% of all vinyl 
albums for the week, and overall indie retailer 
album sales up 131% from previous week 
(640,000 total).

President’s Report
Colonial members opened their Nashville meeting by unanimously electing 
a new slate of board of managers. ADS’s Connie Comeau replaced Brian 
Axtman, who has left the industry. Comeau was also appointed Colonial 
treasurer. Joining her on the current board are Frank Hartwig (CDA), Pat 
Reagan (VSG Inc.), Tony Van Veen (Discmakers), Steve Sheldon (Rainbo), and 
Michael Hosp (kdg Austria).

Colonial president Bryan Ekus provided a report on polycarbonate. “The PC 
market was very tight in 2015. It was “a rollercoaster ride,” he said, noting 
the consolidation of suppliers and routine maintenance shutdowns by both 
Sabic and Covestro did not help the overall situation.

“[PC] was moved from Europe to keep a supply in the [U.S.] pipeline,” Ekus 
reported. He called the European PC market in 2015 a “disaster,” as PC prices 
skyrocketed, constant shortage of materials, which was also compounded 
by the Euro devaluation and strengthened U.S. dollar. “This year looks much 
brighter as long as the key polymer ingredients like BPA (bisphenol A) and 
phosgene remain readily obtainable and inexpensive.“ Ekus added.

New Colonial Working Groups 
Colonial is looking for members to staff two new working groups on 
packaging logistics and recycling.

Noting that members’ expense in transporting materials, Ekus asked 
rhetorically, “How can we reduce freight costs?” We might be paying too 
much to get the materials to you.”

The new Colonial working group on packaging logistics might want to 
explore establishing a relationship with Technicolor Global Logistics, as a 
potential transportation partner that could help meet member objectives in 
lowering costs, Ekus added.

The Master Group, based in the U.K., already works with many Colonial 
members on recycling its scrap discs. The new Colonial working group on 
recycling will investigate whether a more formal arrangement with the 
company or another should be struck.

Licensing Update
Frank Hartwig, CEO of CDA, provided an optical disc licensing update at the 
members meeting. He reported that in Europe key patents are expiring this 
August, but in the U.S. a Sony patent expires in Feb. 2017, Pioneer’s in 2022 
and Philips’ in 2023. He noted Toshiba has made it known its intention to 
enforce its DVD patent rights in the U.S.

Hartwig also provided a preview of the MEDIA-TECH annual meeting in 
Hamburg, Germany on June 13, which included an update on 4K disc 
technology and a forthcoming 66GB disc. (Colonial held their 2nd Annual 
Meet, Greet, & Eat in Hamburg, Germany on 12 June.)  See page 5 for Media-
Tech meeting highlights.
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Nashville Sponsor Presentations
Rimage 
Chris Heim, CEO; Kevin Gramer, SVP, biz dev
Known for its recordable media duplication systems, Rimage’s 
technology now allows “on-demand digital publishing,” 
explained Heim.

“We’re an industry on the move,” Heim said. Despite changes 
affecting our business, such as the streaming of content, 
Rimage continues to see strong demand from its principal 
markets, including healthcare, law enforcement, and banking.

“Our exit strategy is that that there’s no exit strategy,” declared 
Heim, who joined the company in 2014.

100% employee owned Rimage is a subsidiary of investment 
firm Equus Holdings, which acquired the business in 2014. The 
next year Rimage acquired CustomCD, an online provider of 
turnkey and SaaS (software as a service) solutions. See more on 
Rimage on page 6. 

Blue Media Supply  
Josh Stover, CEO  
An example of diversifying beyond optical media, Stover used 
his time talking about opportunities in 3D printing, an area 
he’s focused on for the past year and a half as co-founder of 3D 
Printing Tech, a service bureau in Atlanta (see Physical World, 
1Q16, p. 5). “It’s a new way of making something from nothing,” 
Stover said. 3D printers can create complete objects, including 
replacement parts. Service bureaus typically perform 3D 
scanning and modeling for customers, particularly inventors. 
3D Printing Tech has received orders from Delta Airlines for a 
button that often needs to be replaced. “The biggest potential 
hasn’t been tapped yet. It’s not a fad,” he added. 

Commercial Plastics Company  
Scott Donalds, director of sales 
CPC intends to continue to serve to the best of its ability the 
customers with media packaging it had while it was known 
as Lenco, and that’s about 98 percent of Colonial members, 
Donalds noted. CPC’s deal to acquire certain assets – 
including the CD and DVD packaging business – of Lenco was 
announced this past October, and it’s been a smooth transition, 
he added.

 
 
 
 

Singulus Technologies  
Tracy Habecker, VP, customer support
Sixty percent of the company’s business remains focused on 
supplying manufacturers of optical media with equipment, 
service and parts, despite its diversification into other markets 
such as solar. He spent most of his time promoting Singulus’ 
new product offering: Zahara, a chemistry-free, waterless CTP 
plate. Habecker thanked Colonial members for their business.

Symcon Inc.  
Philip Powers  
Symcon, which began in 1995, remains committed to providing 
the optical media industry with consumables and production 
equipment with leading brands and suppliers throughout the 
world. “We can find parts for you,” Powers said.

SABIC Innovative Plastics 
Richard Elliott, national accounts manager 
and Alex Garcia, sales account manager
A major player in the chemical and plastics industry, SABIC 
employs 40,000 people in 50 countries, operating 64 plants 
worldwide. Regarding supplying plastics for optical media, the 
Saudi Arabian-based SABIC acquired GE Plastics in 2007. “We’re 
the No. 1 polycarbonate (PC) supplier,” Elliott said, adding that 
globally the company is the third largest chemical and plastics 
company in the world but it plans on being the largest. The 
business of polymers “all goes back to oil,” Elliott pointed out. 
Consolidation throughout the industry has hit SABIC too, he 
noted, citing a recent company sales meeting that used to 
be attended by 250 people recently was down to 80 sales 
reps. As presently constituted, SABIC is poised for growth in 
the future, he added. His colleague Garcia, who took over his 
job from Lewis Wilson, noted that SABIC knows how to run 
plants efficiently. Optical media accounts for 12% of PC usage. 
“It’s still a player but has declined,” Garcia said. Regarding its 
relationship with Colonial members, SABIC intends to provide a 
“steady supply [PC] volume.”
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Member News
CD Video Mfg. Adds Second Blu-ray Line, In-House Mastering
During the past year Colonial member CD Video Mfg. (cdvideomfg.com), of Santa Ana, Calif., has grown its Blu-ray 
Disc (BD) capacity with the installation of a second Singulus BD-50GB line and Sony Phase Transition BD mastering.  

This means customer orders are handled completely in-house 
eliminating mastering delays and getting jobs into production 
faster. CD Video Mfg. minimizes BD compatibility issues between 
player brands by utilizing factory-trained technicians for 
advanced quality testing. 

The plant’s new offset printers feature robotic after-print 
inspection to assure color and image accuracy throughout the 
print run. 

Aiming to be a state-of-the-art replicator, CD Video Mfg. plans to 
be in optical disc manufacturing for the long run, as evidenced 
by increasing its CD and DVD capacity by at least 50 percent.

CD Video Mfg. is seeking qualified salespeople, especially 
those with Blu-ray Disc replication sales experience. Interested 
applicants should email Charles Schredder, Vice President of 
Sales and Marketing, at Charles@cdvideomfg.com. He’d also be 
happy to provide quotes on Blu-ray, DVD or CD. 

Sonopress
Sonopress (Former Arvato) is now certified to run 100GB 3-ply 
Ultra HD Blu-ray discs, reports Rodney Griffin, Sonopress’ senior 
manager, account services NA.

For more than two months, Sonopress has been making 60GB 
Ultra HD Blu-ray discs helping to expand the Ultra HD market.

2016 MEDIA-TECH CUP
An exclusive gathering of optical media 
professionals will tee off at 8:30 a.m. 
on Sept. 15 at GolfResort Weimarer in 
Blankenhain, Germany for an all-day 
tournament that ends at 4 pm. The 18-

hole has a fantastic view of the nearby 
village for a relaxed atmosphere that 
facilitates networking and will be focused 
on improving customer-supplier relations 
across the optical media supply chain.  

The event is concluded that night with a 
dinner. For more information visit:  
www.golfresort-weimarerland.de and 
www.media-tech.net
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MEDIA-TECH European Conference
Takes Packaged Media Pulse
The MEDIA-TECH Conference was held at the Mövenpick Hotel in Hamburg last week. With more than 80 participants 
representing 15 countries, the European media community discussed the latest industry trends, especially a focus on 
Ultra HD Blu-ray as physical media’s latest technological advancement expected to gain permanent traction.

Martin Wiesweg, senior director of 
polymers, EMEA for IHS, provided an 
overview of the polycarbonate market. 
Generally, earlier PC capacity additions 
were ahead of global demand growth, 
but shrinking optical media demand is 
a large headwind to overall PC growth, 
in which an oversupply has led to falling 
margins. Optical media is responsible 
of 12% of the overall demand for PC, 
estimates IHS. A “rationalization” of plants 
(i.e., PC factory consolidation) in the U.S., 
Singapore, Japan and Brazil should reset 
the supply/demand balance, he added.

Michael Boreham, senior analyst of 
Futuresource, reported that packaged 
media’s decline continued in 2015 
when the global packaged video spend 
was almost half of what it was in 2009. 
Globally, 1.5 billion Blu-ray discs have 
been sold to date globally, of which 
800 million were replicated in 2015. 
(Colonial’s Bryan Ekus moderated a 
replication panel, whose participants 
included IHS’s Paul Gray, Sonopress’ Sven 
Deutschmann, WLC’s Marcel Gonska, and 
Sony DADC’s Wolfgang Diemling.) 

Last year 58 million Blu-ray players 
were sold worldwide, according to 
Futuresource, which also projects 97 
million UHD TVs in use worldwide by the 
end of 2016. More than half (52%) of U.S. 
TV shipments will be 45-inch or bigger 
sets in 2018.

Paul Gray, of the research firm IHS, 
examined the state of UHD uptake, in 
terms of 4K-capable TV sets, content 
and the current installed base, as well as 
near-term projections. “Penetration of 
4K continues to surge, with consistent 
growth every quarter,” Gray reported. 
“While China still leads by far (30% of TVs 

shipping with 4K panels), other regions 
continue to close the gap,” he said. 
For example, North America adoption 
is being fueled by promotion from 
streaming providers such as Netflix and 
Amazon. In Europe, UHD households 
are forecast to grow from 5.3 million in 
2015 to 71.7 million in 2020. Live sports 
transmitted in UHD will start later this 
year.

Wolfgang Diemling, director of 
mastering of Sony DADC, explained the 
benefits, opportunities and challenges of 
Ultra HD Blu-ray, proving an overview of 
the format’s features, as well as DADC’s 
full supply chain solution for projects, 
including asset preparation, authoring, 
mastering, replication, packaging and 
special packaging.  Sony DADC is capable 
of replicating more than 1.1 million Ultra 
HD Blu-ray discs per month from its 
facilities in the U.S., Europe and Asia 

Seungyeob Choi, of Verizon Digital 
Media, discussed simplifying the 
workflow for multi-screen delivery of 
video. Since streaming technologies are 
segmented across different devices, it 
is not a straightforward task to prepare 
contents for different devices. 

Colonial’s 2nd Annual 
Meet, Greet, & Eat in 
Hamburg Germany
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Colonial Purchasing Co-op Contact Info

Phone: +1 747-777-2081  
Email: bryan@colonialpurchasing.com 
Web: www.colonialpurchasing.com Newsletter editor: Larry Jaffee, lsjaffee@gmail.com

Supplier Feature
Rimage to Colonial Members: In-House 
or Outsourced, We’ve Got You Covered
Colonial member Rimage is entering a new phase of growth, thanks to its acquisition of 
CustomCD (now called Rimage Fulfillment Services - RFS), which fulfills distribution of on-
demand content for companies around the world, explained Rimage CEO Chris Heim.

“We feel physical media is still very 
relevant and will be so for many years, 
but we need to expand the way in 
which we enable physical media for 
our customers,” explains Heim. “Think 
of a world where you’re streaming a 
video and say to yourself, ‘I’d like to 
have a copy of this for my own library.’ 
You then click on a button that says 
‘order now’ and it arrives on DVD the 
next day – custom made, on-demand, 
globally, and made specifically for you.” 

Managing the inventory of long-tail 
content and trying to predict future 
demands, on different formats, such 
as optical disc or USB, is an impossible 
task to be accurate. “Even with the 
most robust forecast planning, you’ll 
never be able to get it (inventory 
planning) right,” Heim says. “The whole 
world is moving to on-demand and 
just-in-time in every aspect of our life. 
We want to help make this possible 
with the physical distribution of 
content.”

Content early on in its production is 
easier to predict. “We know certain 
products are selling well,” he adds. “But 
with second-run products it is a bit of 
a guessing game. We can help all of 
our customers and partners extend 
their reach and truly be on-demand 
with any content that has moved 
beyond the large-volume replication 
or duplication runs.” 

What Rimage brings to the table is 
streamlining the entire process of 
everything that is getting made and 
fulfilled on demand and sent directly 
to the end customer - whether that’s a 
consumer or business.

“We’re doing it in a way that is 
extremely friendly – and in partnership 
- with companies currently doing 
replication and duplication,” says 
Heim. Rimage Fulfillment Service 
becomes an add-on extension to 
everybody else’s business, he adds. 
“We want to help our partners (or 
Colonial Purchasing members) say 

‘yes’ to more customer requests 
for physical content, and do so in 
a way that seamlessly integrates 
with their existing customer-facing 
processes and augments their internal 
production capabilities – all under 
their own brand. 

“We can help all of our 
customers and partners 
extend their reach and 
truly be on-demand with 
any content that has 
moved beyond the large-
volume replication or 
duplication runs”

“Our vision is not to have huge 
facilities with a ton of overhead 
that requires sustaining a certain 
level of flow-through to absorb all 
the operating costs,” explains Heim, 
who compared Rimage’s future 
vision with FedEx or UPS store. “We 
are focused on augmenting that 
existing infrastructure with many 
small locations globally that can do 
localized on-demand fulfillment. Our 
cloud-based architecture allows us 
to have one central way of accepting 
orders from different markets in 
different parts of the world, and then 
pointing oriders at the right node to 
do the localized fulfillment. We fulfill 
on-behalf of our partners for orders 
they can’t do themselves – we are 
essentially their contract manufacturer 
for on-demand fulfillment work.”
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Thank You to our sponsors!

Heim notes that Rimage, which has 10,000 to 15,000 active 
customers globally, is still selling its duplicator hardware 
and software tools to help customers build up their own 
on-demand capability internally. “We now have a multi-
pronged approach (in-house, outsource, or a combination). 
Our core business provides our customers with the 
equipment, supplies and software they need for in-house 
production. But, some companies don’t have the budget or 
appetite to own, operate and maintain equipment. Rimage 
Fulfillment Services is an excellent extension or alternative 
for companies looking to outsource their digital publishing 
process. In fact, some customers are planning to continue 
owning Rimage equipment for in-house production, but 
also utilize RFS for overflow capacity and broader media 
offerings.”

Rimage has historically been an optical-focused company, 
but Heim emphasizes that Rimage’s vision is not isolated 

to optical. He states “Additionally, with Rimage Fulfillment 
Services, we have expanded beyond optical and we 
provide digital publishing for optical, USB, hard-drives, 
SD cards etc.  We’re reaching to be media-agnostic and 
seamlessly integrated into many different vertical-market 
workflows.”

So Rimage is looking to expand its reach to Colonial 
members with needs for on-demand publishing (even 
down to individualized discs) as an add-on, outsourced 
service. “Every disc might have unique content, unique 
print, unique packaging, and unique instruction. [Such 
affiliates] own the communication and order-taking 
process with their customers. They’re deciding on an order-
by-order basis whether to produce internally or hand over 
to Rimage, while retaining brand control and the customer 
relationship. Delivery to the end customer is seamless. 
We’re just the back-end engine.”

Colonial members interested in finding out more aboutworking with Rimage should visit  
http://www.rimage.com and should address any questions to Kevin Gramer,  

VP Biz Dev, kevin.gramer@rimage.com or Chris Heim, CEO, chris.heim@rimage.com
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Let’s Get Physical
By Larry Jaffee
Prince is still dominating CD sales charts nearly 3 months after his death 

One of the last public places Prince was seen before he died unexpectedly on April 
21 was at a south Minneapolis record store. His last tweet on April 18 promoted 
the website of Electric Fetus, where Prince bought six CDs on April 16 to support 
Record Store Day, according to the store’s manager, Bob Fuchs. 

Prince browsed in the store’s bins for decades without being bothered by fellow 
customers. 

Colonial board member Connie Comeau, COO of Minneapolis-based ADS Group, 
which manufactured millions of CDs for Prince over the years, tells Physical World: 
“Prince was always good to us. His team was amazing – he was amazing! We were 
excited that he started to open up Paisley Park (Prince’s complex) for the public. 
Unfortunately, I kept putting off going myself, next time, next time…. It never hap-
pened.

“We started manufacturing the latest album HITNRUN Phase 2 (NPG Records) at the 
end of January. We were turning packaged CDs in 72 hours!

“The man was amazing…. we mourn, Minnesota mourns and the world mourns.  It 
was sad very sad.”

In March 1998 in Replication News I wrote about 
how Prince became interested in how CDs was 
made, and he visited Cinram’s Huntsville, AL 
factory. In the clean room, he asked relevant 
questions to technicians about yield rates, QC 
and what they did to prevent piracy.

Incidentally, Prince’s last physical music pur-
chases at Electric Fetus were by Stevie Wonder, 

Chambers Brothers, Joni Mitchell, Inspirational Gospel Classics; Missing Persons, and 
Santana. I hope he was able to enjoy the CDs before he passed.

Colonial Purchasing Co-op Contact Info

Phone: +1 747-777-2081  
Email: bryan@colonialpurchasing.com 
Web: www.colonialpurchasing.com Newsletter editor: Larry Jaffee, lsjaffee@gmail.com

Suggested Listening/
Reading:
Can Netflix Survive in the  
New World It Created
http://tinyurl.com/hlheqem

7 Dead ’90s Music Formats
http://www.stereogum.com/1876759/7-dead-
90s-music-formats/franchises/weird-90s/

‘Music Isn’t a Commodity’:  
Warner Music CEO
http://www.billboard.com/biz/articles/
news/record-labels/7370414/music-isnt-
a-commodity-warner-music-ceo-stephen-
cooper-on

Disruptive Economy:  
Anticipate & Prepare
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/disruptive-
economy-anticipate-prepare-budd-
margolis?trk=hb_ntf_MEGAPHONE_ARTICLE_
POST

Digital pioneer, Jaron Lanier, on the 
dangers of “free” online culture
http://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/
en/2016/02/article_0001.html

Other Music Record Shop,  
Yielding to Trends, Will Close
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/05/10/arts/
music/other-music-record-store-closing.
html?smid=fb-share&_r=0

Vinyl Mania Can’t Save the  
Greenwich Village Record Stores
http://tinyurl.com/zclcknp

The Music Industry’s Big Data Problem
http://www.forbes.com/sites/
bobbyowsinski/2016/06/02/music-big-
data/#3dc8caa25a80

DVD’s Decline had Significant  
Impact on Indies 
http://www.mesalliance.org/2016/06/03/film-
mode-president-dvds-decline-had-significant-
impact-on-indies/

Amex Essentials:  
57 Most Influential Album Covers
http://www.amexessentials.com/the-57-most-
influential-album-covers/
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PLANT CLOSURES RESTORE MARKET BALANCE
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PROSPECTS FOR MODERATE GROWTH
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POLYCARBONATE
MONOMER PRICE TRENDS LONG TERM VIEW

O

► PC monomer costs are now forecasted for upward trend in 2nd Half of 2016 and into 2017 after lows 
of early 2016
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